New Mexico Lauds John D. Clark, '06

Ahumus Heads Chemistry at Southwestern College

Department of Chemistry of the University of New Mexico in Public
Service is back from the 50th annual meeting of the American Chemical Society in New York City.

John D. Clark, '06, has been appointed to the Institute of the American Chemical Society. He is responsible for the department of Chemistry at Southwestern College.

Clark was present at the Institute of Chemistry meetings and took the opportunity to give a talk on his recent research in the field of Chemistry.

Clark's research has been focused on the development of new methods for the analysis of chemicals. His work has been widely recognized and his contributions have been instrumental in advancing the field of Chemistry.

Clark's appointment to the Institute of the American Chemical Society is a testament to his expertise and dedication to the field of Chemistry. He will be a valuable asset to Southwestern College and will undoubtedly continue to contribute to the advancement of the field.
SPROKES

THE WILDCAT SERVES
FRESH SANDWICHES AND
GOOD COFFEE

FRANKLIN THEATRE
DURHAM, N. H.
Fridav, February 19
"CUBAN LOVE SONG" Laureno Tibbet, Loni Vele
Saturday, February 20
"HUSBAND'S HOLIDAY" Olive Clark, Vivian Osborne
Tuesday, February 22
"MEN IN HER LIFE" Lois Moran, Charles Rickett
Wednesday, February 24
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN" Philipp Selten, Miriam Royesa
Thursday, February 25
"CROMMERSKIP" Bee Lyon, Rose Hath
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**SQUAD PRACTICING FOR I. W. S. MEET**

Winter Sports Team Held Work-out for League; Tackle Practice Taken Place Thursday

**RELAY TEAM PLACES SECOND AT BOSTON**

Relay Runners Suffer Defeat at A. A. G. Games

Coach Miller's Squad Show Great Improvement; Team to Compete in University Games Saturday

**WILDCATS DEFEAT BY PROVIDENCE, 25-7**

Blue and White Student Senators First Upset of Season at Hands of Rhode Island College

Amid a chorus of boos and jeers, Wildcat Gridironers defeated New Hampshire, 25-7, Saturday afternoon at Alumni Field, in the first game of the season.

The score was the highest in New Hampshire's gridiron history.

**Society Says**

**TUCS COLLEGE DENTAL SCHOOL**

**Use Merrill's Inflammable for HEAD COLDs**

**A swallow of a full meal—**

**THE CABIN**

Merrill Road

**DAERIS TEA ROOM**

NOW LOCATED AT THE AMERICAN HOUSE

Deep in its famous and popular gardens, the same quality of food and service.

**DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE**

**MEATER'S FLOWER SHOP**

**FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS**

35 THIRD STREET

**Dover, N. H.**

**Stradford National Bank, Dover, N. H.**

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

A. B. A. Travelers' Checks for Sale

E. J. YORK

Lumber & Lumber Durham and Dover

Durham Coal Yard Phone 100-D

Work Satisfactorily – Service Prompt

C. F. WHITEHOUSE

221 Central Ave., Dover

Tel. Office, 244-W; Home, 333-W

**HAM'S MARKET**

MEATS AND PROVISIONS

Fruits and Vegetables in Their Season

Twin Falls 86-68 Durham, N. H.


The University Dining Hall

PORTABILITY!

After all, a typewriter represents real value in proportion to its convenience and portability.

In a moment's time, the Underwood Portable is set up, ready for service, on the tablet arm of a classroom chair; and in another moment's time, covered, ready to be carried to the next assignment.

Truly, an Underwood Portable is an ideal personal writing machine. Ask for a demonstration.

The University Bookstore

BROUGHT ORTHOGRAPHY

Doctor and Mrs. Richards were dis¬

nected of Theta Upsilon, Wednesday.

no pledges of Theta Upsilon give a
to the silver sorority pledges

Friday afternoon, February 1, from
to fifty-five at five o'clock. Mrs. Maude

the housemother present.

Ann Corson of Deer was a
cup at the Theta Upsilon beau¬

Dana Gamas chapter of Phi Mu

indicate. Tuesday, Feb¬

Gamas Full, 72.

on of Dana Gamas chap¬

Phi Mu entertained the
doctor of the sorority at tea. Sunday, Fe¬

Gamas Full, 72.

in large numbers.

The freshman basketball team lost

for the first time of the season when it
to the New England Prep School
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